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Welcome the fall season—
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with makeup hues that reﬂect a vintage elegance that
seems effortless, yet looks GORGEOUS. To get the look,
Apply face makeup products that give your complexion a slightly lighter and matte ﬁnish. Keep eye shadow
minimal and wear classic shades of ivory, navy, and
grey. Curl lashes and apply an extra coat of black mascara. A darker lip color in burgundy or red adds the
perfect ﬁnishing touch, reminiscence of 1940’s old Hollywood vintage glamour.
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To achieve a porcelain smooth face, switch your foundation to a sheer, lighter formula or wear a tinted makeup primer. Then apply a layer of matte powder, wear
two layers if you feel you need more coverage.
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FACE PRODUCTS
Laura Mercier, Hydrating Foundation Primer $30
Avon, MagiX Tinted Face Perfector $10
Anemone, Flawless Complexion Gel $18
CHANEL, Double Perfection Compact Natural
Matte Powder SPF 10 $50
Jane Iredale, Beyond Matte Powder $32
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EYE PRODUCTS
Make Up For Ever, Eyeshadow in Eggshell
(matte ivory) $19
Urban Decay, Matte Eyeshadow Intense Shadow
in Revolver (stone grey) $17
Mineral Makeup Eye Shadow in Midnight
Blue Matte $6
LIP PRODUCTS
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ANN MARIE LAURENDEAU
U is a makeup artist,
hair stylist, educator, and writer with more than 20
years experience. In 1995 she founded Anemone
Makeup and in 2006 launched her own line of allnatural, mineral-based cosmetics which includes
makeup and skin care products. Throughout her
career, Ann Marie has provided makeup and hairr
styling for many well-known corporate clients, celebrities, and public ﬁgures. Based in Boston, she
frequently travels throughout New
N
E
England,
N
New
York and beyond for media, destination weddings,
and events.

